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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: February 27, 2016
Amatonormativity and Relationship Hierarchies

9 attendees
-Meet-up begins-

Respect guidelines (available here)

 Summary: We come from diverse experiences; please assume that these experiences are present in our 
group, listen from a place of non-judgment, and refrain from disrespectful behaviour and language.

Introductions

 Names and pronouns were shared; icebreaker question: What’s your favourite flower?

-Discussion begins-

Content warnings: none raised by members. Sensitive topics might include various forms of abuse and staying in 
abusive relationships.

Definition of “amatonormativity”

 The assumption that romantic relationships are the most important sort of relationship that you can have.

◦ The implicit social messaging: 

▪ maintain, find, value romantic relationships over other relationships; 

▪ everyone should have or want these kinds of relationships; 

▪ it’s impossible to be happy without them. 

◦ Romantic relationships are assumed to be the basis for families; 

▪ this is also apparent in state and legal recognition.

 Social context of romantic love as basis for marriage (doesn't work the same everywhere)

Topics (Free discussion largely driven by issue-centred anecdotes)

 Religion. 

◦ Expectation of creating families (via heterosexual marriage and children)

◦ Family in the eyes of your social institutions. Negotiating (religious and family) expectations. 

◦ Mention of different platforms/access points for finding space for asexuality in religious contexts (e.g., 
blogs-- e.g., Carnival of Aces on Asexuality & Religion from Nov. 2014)

▪ stuff re: asexuality & Christianity (pamphlet someone made X;  collection of some Christian 
aces/aros on tumblr X who might or might not write about aceness & Christianity)

 note: extreme example of religiously-based ace-hate from a particularly extreme church( X)

▪ stuff re: asexuality & Judaism (see this discussion X & other notes in it; Jewish ace group blog X ) 

▪ stuff re: asexuality & Islam ( X ; see this conversation X; Mulsim ace group blog X)

▪ undoubtedly other religions too, but haven't really seen much of it

 Friends

◦ disappearing once getting into a romantic relationship-- assumption that those should take priority.

◦ Feeling like you're intruding when hanging out with friends who are a couple. Unspoken social 
expectations when friends date.

◦ Other side: people assume when you’re in a good romantic relationship that you’re happy; no one asks 
about life anymore (and this can be alienating to the friends who are dating). Or there can’t be sharing 
as fluently (about relationship troubles) because the couple might get back together/get over their strife.

http://muslimaces.tumblr.com/
http://elainexe.tumblr.com/post/128044436438/same-sex-marriage-in-islam-notes-for-asexual
http://ace-muslim.tumblr.com/islam
http://acejews.tumblr.com/
http://solar-powered-flashlight.tumblr.com/post/120129745632/on-asexuality-and-judaism
http://www.landoverbaptist.net/showthread.php?t=84162
http://queerly-christian.tumblr.com/post/139321813111/acearo-christian-masterpost
http://asexualawarenessweek.com/docs/PRIDE-Asexuality-and-Christianity.pdf
https://asexualagenda.wordpress.com/2014/11/10/carnival-of-aces-religion-or-atheism-and-asexuality/
https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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 Children. 

◦ Different ways of building family and having children; non-traditional family structures (e.g., non-
romantic relationships; children of romantic or non-romantic partners; adoption, etc.)

◦ some aces really don't want children; some do want (and have) children (and different ways of going 
about this)

 Expectations in (romantic) relationships. 

◦ Having to negotiate boundaries and sexual expectations in romantic relationships

◦ Societal pressures to have sex in romantic relationships. Partner’s confusion – talking to people in their
networks, pressuring.

▪ (non-ace partners) getting encouragement from others to cross boundaries (because that's what's 
seen as “normal” because sex is an expectation/entitlement in romantic relationships

▪ Discomfort with physicality (touch) in relationships.

◦ Connection between amatonormativity and social pressure.

◦ Societal expectations. Ending relationships before escalating physicality can lead to sex. Struggles with
explaining; silence (not speaking up or explaining)

◦ People need to do what they need to do to be safe.

◦ People's sense of entitlement in (romantic) relationships. The expectations are so powerful. 

▪ Different expectations for friendship than for romantic relationships

▪ For people to provide explanations (that meet certain standards, or that happen in certain ways)

▪ for people to continue engaging in a romantic or sexual relationship once it exists

 Navigating mixed ace/non-ace romantic relationships

◦ Ghosting (just severing contact with someone without explanation), but also having to block people 
who violate boundaries

▪ ethics of doing that—what do people owe others, if anything? Many ways in which people don't 
actually listen (sense of lack of safety is often rational... so severing contact can be a solution even 
if looking back it seems like a “terrible thing” to do to someone)

▪ Emotional work of explaining and explaining to someone else's satisfaction. 

▪ Expectations/commitments around closure; can/should you just stop talking to someone? 

 Double-bind-- between a rock and a hard place

◦ it's a socially reprehensible move not to speak your mind (because you're not giving your 
partner the explanation that you “owe” them

◦ it's a socially reprehensible move to speak your mind (and break up with someone) 
especially after they've put effort into the relationship (owing the relationship-- or at least an
explanation that counts as “valid”... which might not be possible with compulsory sexuality)

▪ Situations of disrespected boundaries when people do try to speak their mind.

 Harassment takes many forms, e.g. Calling, texting, contacting friends, internet stalking, etc.

 “Pretending things are ok” as a coping mechanism; ghosting as a safety mechanism

▪ Plausible deniability for situations of disrespected boundaries

 Looking back, often people remember uncomfortable situations as being less emotionally 
charged and wonder, Could I have done something differently?

 Relationship expectations makes it hard to recognise/name unhealthy or abusive relationships 
(and articulate what is not okay about them) and hard to change or exit them

▪ Bulk of the burden of emotional work falling to women, people who are “classed” or “read” as as 
women as they move through society—including lots of training of girls to do emotional work for 
others (and minimise own needs) via socialisation in childhood (and social policing later on)

▪ Observation that the people who push and pursue crossing boundaries are often (but not 
exclusively) men (and gendered social expectations of who is entitled to what and whose emotional
labour in relationships) 
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 Navigating mixed ace/non-ace romantic relationships (ctd.)

◦ Expectations in Long distance relationships 

▪ add another element of social expectation &also a level of comfort or safety… or prolonging the 
moment of disclosure or acknowledgement that sex isn’t wanted. 

 It adds a level of complexity because you get in deep emotionally before having to say no to 
sex or sharing sexuality. One you’re together, there’s pressure to spare the other person from 
feeling bad or uncomfortable or to do more than you want to do out of obligation or the sense 
that you owe them.

◦ Conflicting values. 

▪ There’s nothing you can do to make them happy, because you want different things.

◦ Comfort coming from having disclosed. 

▪ Fear of confrontation keeps you from being authentically open, you don’t want to have to fight for 
experience to be valued and/or worrying about being invalidated. Bravery can be a beautiful thing.

◦ Difficulty with partners being able to empathize and understand your lived experience. Labels can be 
really helpful and effective in this regard. Stories shared about success from sharing labels.

▪ People not taking you seriously without labels. If you don’t have a specific word to identify your 
experience, if you just describe sans label, people sometimes feel that it’s situational.

▪ People want [reasons] for why you don’t want [whatever]; the label can serve as that reason. 
People need a reason; this shouldn’t be the way that this is. We shouldn’t live in a world where this 
is necessary.

◦ Creating a prepared script; learning how to authentically explain your lived experience.

▪ Example: “I am [greysexual]. This is a way of saying I feel certain attraction to certain people at 
certain times. I am just extremely picky, but it doesn’t mean anything about you.”

◦ Potential issue: people seeing greysexuality as a challenge to be won or overcome.

 Navigating expectations in the social world

◦ People inquiring about your romantic relationship status, because heteronormativity. Small talk. This 
can force people to come out as asexual or to lie.

◦ Family is socially constructed through (hetero)sexual relationships; 

▪ this leads family to feel a sense of entitlement to inquire and to pull strings re: romantic 
relationships

▪ Discussion of queerplatonic/quikyplatonic relationships and family not understanding; 

▪ it’s painful when experiences aren’t validated

◦ Difficulty in navigating different relationship structures in international and intercultural contexts.

◦ Intergenerational lenses also make this complicated.

◦ It’s painful, surreal and frustrating when family prioritizes new casual heteronormative relationships 
over longstanding queer platonic relationships.

 Language use: “relationship” being commonly understood to mean romantic relationship; it devalues all 
other relationships.

 Safe spaces to feel attraction (when it's sure not to lead to a situation of sex... or romance)

◦ lith – when it doesn’t have to be/can’t be reciprocated

▪ which might or might not the the situation for someone who enjoys the no-sex “safety” appeal of 
non-reciprocated attraction 

◦ Added complication of i) not knowing what exactly you want, and ii) recognizing that what you want can
change depending on who you’re with and how you feel about them.

-Break-
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Question box

 What do the [Ace of ____] labels mean?

o Old classification system:

 Ace of Hearts: Romantic Aces

 Ace of Spaces: Aromantic Aces

o Ace of diamonds and ace of clubs were invented for “Ace Day” (by theasexuality blog X who 
started the day)

 but there were a lot of criticisms of that system (e.g., X) and the way the day was handled 
created/promoted (e.g., X) so a lot of people backed off from those

o invented symbol of the mixed heart/spade for an informal patch art

 Did anyone have difficulty discovering asexuality and aromanticism (and not knowing that they are 
things that exist) because of amatonormativity? 

o Resounding yes from participants. The anecdotes that follow are about how people came to learn 
about asexuality and to embrace their asexuality.

o Finding AVEN and recognizing oneself, but despite feeling relieved and like it was a revelation; 
thinking, I’m so young.. maybe it’ll change..

o Heard the word asexual before AVEN, read an unclear newspaper article. 

o Trying a relationship just to see, but being really open and upfront about expectations. Discovering 
that it wasn’t a good fit.

o Felt something of a phobia. Thinking, oh, must be too young.. Social expectations from family, 
being expected to keep up with friends. Found AVEN through TV. Went online, found forums, could 
relate, eventually came to terms.

o Felt uncomfortable, but thought that everyone was feeling the same and pretending that they 
weren’t. Thought “I’m nervous” meant “I’m nervous and repulsed” but then discovered that wasn’t 
the case. [Non-sexual awakening]

o Felt really, really uncomfortable in a physical romantic relationship but stayed for a few months – I 
just need to give it more time … but it never changed. Came to terms over time.

o Refused to accept it was true, until actually tried to be in a physical romantic relationship and 
quickly came to terms. Couldn’t handle the thought of aromanticism at first, because What do I do 
with my life? – Such deep entrenchment of amatonormativity. Eventually embraced Aro.

o There were signs – looking back, blatantly obvious – but it took time to get to Aro. Asexuality was 
easier. Trying to reconcile what life looks like after accepting Aro was the difficulty. At first, in 
explaining asexuality to other people, [sex] was out, but at least I have [romance]! Took twice as 
long to come to terms with that.

 Can anyone speak to the “Romance makes you human” thing?

o Getting involved in the Ace and Aro communities normalizes your experience. It’s warming to be 
surrounded by likeminded people.

o As a tool of dehumanization... connected to the dehumanisation from certain people who are not 
expecting or acknowledged to have certain aspects of lived experiences (e.g., people with physical 
disability, mental health issues, sometimes facing issues of racism)

 romance and sexuality are also part of this, though not yet as recognized as some other 
facets of experience that society makes assumptions about

 such people might be expected to *not* do romantic relationships (because society 
considers such people “not fully human” OR should consider selves “lucky” if someone 
wants to be romantically (or sexually) involved with them and should be grateful

 sometimes this might work well if people feel “not human” already because of 
neurodivergence or mental illness... so some arospec people might get “an out” that works

o It takes time to find the right resources that speak to your experience.

http://queerascat.tumblr.com/post/118712655161/ace-day-what-you-should-know
http://centrumlumina.tumblr.com/post/118453845199/its-aceday-asexuality-needs-to-be-better
http://theasexualityblog.tumblr.com/post/115695074156/ace-visibility-day
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 Can anyone speak to the “Romance makes you human” thing?

o There isn’t enough recognition in the fluidity of lived experiences, and there's tension in the 
recognition that exists:

 You said you are [label]. You can’t change! (and there's no recognition of possible fluidity)

 You can’t say [that]. Sexuality is fluid and to use any label is inauthentic (so no need to 
recognise the identity or experience as legitimate)

o Thinking that you need to be 100% sure is really limiting. 

 Waiting to be sure takes time. 

 Questioning romanticism was delayed because experiencing vicarious romance through 
literature and the character experience. This resonated with others as well.

 Labels as clothing; alterable to fit you.

o Analogy: sex as chocolate; some people each chocolate, some don’t; some can’t understand why 
you don’t. Person found food substitution useful.

 Further reading re: food analogies ( X; X)

 Can anyone share positive examples of disclosing asexuality?

o Openness and honesty; finding your authentic voice.

o Best experiences come when people hear you and accept your experience.

 Describe your perfect relationship – what do you do, do you live together, and have you had 
something like it or seen it?

o Elderly couple at Shoppers singing and being silly together. Married since they were 18.

o Scully and Mulder pre-romantic involvement.

o The 9th Doctor and Rose (i.e., before it gets “romantic”)

o Affectionate physically, watch Netflix and actually chill (re: “Netflix and Chill” meme)

o Non-judgmental; the freedom to be your authentic self and to be understood.

o Best friends tinged with queerplatonic-ness; comfortable, easy friendship. 

o More than one or two people; something like a family, including multiple generations. Might not be 
connected to Ace or Aro.

 Family used to be really large; wasn’t the current nuclear structure.

 How to construct family that doesn’t necessitate romantic and sexual connections?

 Intentional (and intergenerational) community

o intentional communities are a thing, in many different traditions 

 Distinction between different kinds of community; “survival communities” being 
something more central/fundamental to people's lives but that's not typically what 
people talk about when it comes to things like “ace community” or “fandom 
community” etc.

 Chosen families (history of chosen family for LGBTQ+ people out of necessity, but 
increasingly fringe or less central to people's lives-- further reading X and X )

 Phenomenon of Millennials not settling down and getting married and living traditionally; 
perhaps coming together and sharing a house.

o A person and/or group who will be part of your emotional homebase. It’s not realistic or fair to 
expect one person to meet all of your emotional needs.

o Communal living

o Distinction between (or tension with) wanting a lifelong connection and having independence; 
thinking that perhaps being with one person forever would not be practical or enjoyable. Struggle to
know what you really want.

o None; happy to live independently, experiencing life as an individual.

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/02/realestate/the-millennial-commune.html?_r=0
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/womens-life/10769817/Communal-living-the-future-for-families.html
http://www.bentley.edu/impact/articles/nowuknow-why-millennials-refuse-get-married
http://www.phillyvoice.com/will-millennials-ever-go-meme-wewe/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/05/17/why-parents-should-stop-expecting-their-kids-to-get-married/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennials
http://bad.eserver.org/issues/1994/12/sandell.html
https://complicatingqueertheory.wordpress.com/queer-families/chosen-family/
http://www.planetfriendly.net/community.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intentional_community
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netflix_and_chill
https://theacetheist.wordpress.com/2013/09/22/food-and-sex/
http://asexualeducation.tumblr.com/post/21125864662/food-analogies-to-explain-asexual-attitudes-toward
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 Ace Community history note: Community-based intimacy

o Distinction between community-based intimacy ( i.e., a way of conceptualising relationships that 
David Jay created text post X, and video unfortunately without captions X ) and intentional 
community 

o Discussion of Relationship Anarchy as an approach to relating authentically with people and 
exploring relationships for whatever they will be, not based on pre-packaged ideas of what 
particular types of relationships should look like, etc. and as a reaction against polynormativity e.g.,
“principles of Relationship Anarchy”

 some limitations with relationship anarchy in practice and negative personal experiences 
interacting with (non-ace) relationship anarchists (i.e., pervasive amatonormativity without 
recognising it; enforcing relationship hierarchies while denying they exist; rejecting the idea
of categories while using them and denying their practical uses, etc.)

 polyaffectionate as a framework of multiple intimacies (and when applied to all forms of 
intimacy in any kind of relationship, the whole idea of “monogamy” breaks down)

 discussion of polyaffectionate as an identity (back in 2009 from someone who 
invented it)  (X)... note that many people have independently coined the term

 how polyaffectionate is often used now as a framework (X)

Side note: reading from bell hooks' All About Love

Often we take friendships for granted. We place them in a secondary position, especially over romantic 
relationships. Romantic relationships might become co-dependent when we let go of other friendships 
when they start. Acknowledge a shift in ties, and make changes. Devaluation of friendship; acknowledge 
that there’s a particular expectation for women to make concessions and give up friends to make romantic 
relationships work.

-Discussion closes-

(summary on next page)

***

March 2016 

 discussion: asexuality & racism (ASL interpretation)

 caucus: aces of colour / racialised aces caucus

 board games / casual hang-out (maybe with art supplies) socializing

 movie social

April 2016

 discussion: “being different” (planning for ASL interpretation but not yet confirmed)

 caucus: “headpace” (mental illness/mental health issues, etc.)

 board games / casual hang-out (maybe with art supplies) socializing (trying to make this a monthly event

 other social event TBA

Note: googledoc in the footer of Ace Toronto messages now where people can give programming input any time.

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/andie-nordgren-the-short-instructional-manifesto-for-relationship-anarchy
https://sexgeek.wordpress.com/2013/01/24/theproblemwithpolynormativity/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relationship_anarchy
http://aromanticaardvark.tumblr.com/post/85329058484/in-response-to-anonymous-wanting-multiple
https://willendork.wordpress.com/2008/07/15/mono-not-the-virus-and-poly-not-the-wog/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXrA77LGzbU&feature=youtu.be
http://asexualunderground.blogspot.ca/2007/01/15-confessions-of-asexual-slut-part-3.html
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Summary Overview

Common struggles

As individuals

 Not having someone to talk to about (a)sexuality and (a)romanticism

 Having to navigate expectations in new relationships

 Having to validate your experience/deal with the emotional work of having to explain your experience and 
wants

With partners

 Not communicating asexuality

o Not knowing how to say it

o Not feeling comfortable saying it

o Not feeling you have the right (or obligation) to say it

 Communicating asexuality and not being heard

o The other person invalidating your experience

o The other person continuing to push boundaries

o The other person being unable to understand what you’re saying.

 Navigating expectations

With family

 Being expected to find a heteronormative romantic relationship

o Partially because family is created through hetero amatornormative relationships

o Being questioned often/constantly about behaviour

 Having to come out or lie

 Not having your relationships (e.g., significant queer platonic partner) validated

With society, in general

 Having to participate in unwanted, unexpected and/or uninvited small talk

o Being forced to come out or lie

o Underlying expectation that you should want [something], and that there’s something wrong with 
you if you don’t

o Having something deeply personal be tucked into by new acquaintances

Things that could be helpful

 Having asexual and aromantic role models and relationship models to know that there are other options

o For people who might be Ace or Aro

o For people who are not Ace or Aro, but in the way that some of our number have experience 
vicarious romantic or sexual feelings vicarious through characters’ experiences might help others to

 Being involved with the Ace and Aro communities; surrounding yourself with people who are like you or 
understand and recognize your lived experience

 Authentic Ace and Aro representation in the media

 More recognition of the plurality and fluidity (and validity and humanity) of lived experiences


